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Class Intro1

• What is (natural language) semantics? What is formal semantics?

– Semantics is the branch of linguistics devoted to the investigation of linguistic/literal meaning,
i.e, the interpretation of expressions in a language system.

– Formal Semantics seeks to constructing precise mathematical models (e.g., formal logic) of the
semantic principles.

• Logic is very useful and powerful in modeling semantics. For example:

– Conjunctive/disjunctive sentences can be interpreted based on the truth table for disjunction/conjunction
in propositional logic.

p q p^ q p_ q

1 1 1 1
1 0 0 1
0 1 0 1
0 0 0 0

Table 1: Truth table for conjunction and disjunction

(1) a. John had a coffee and a tea is TRUE iff
John had a coffee is TRUE, and John had a tea is TRUE.

a1 JJohn had a coffee and a teaK “ JJohn had a coffeeK^ JJohn had a teaK
b. John had a coffee or a tea is TRUE iff

John had a coffee is TRUE, or John had a tea is TRUE.
b1 JJohn had a coffee or a teaK “ JJohn had a coffeeK_ JJohn had a teaK

– The adjective-NP relation can be modeled as set intersection.

(2) interesting class
a. interesting denotes the set of objects that are interesting
b. class denotes the set of objects that are classes.
c. interesting class denotes the set of objects that are interesting and are classes.

Jinteresting classK “ tx|x is interestingu X tx|x is a classu

– The Subject-Verbintransitive relation can be modeled as an argument-function relation.

(3) John ran.
a. ran is a function that mapping each individual x to the sentence ‘x ran’.
b. John is an argument of the function ran.
c. The interpretation of John ran is obtained by applying the function run to John.

JJohn ranK “ JranKpJJohnKq “ ranpjq

1Concepts/terms encountered today, if not introduced later, will not be tested.
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• But, the study of semantics is much more complex than “translating natural language expressions to
logical symbols”.

First, semantics is much more complex than logic. For example:

– Sometimes, disjunction can be read as conjunction (free choice):

(4) a. John had a coffee or a tea.
“ John had a coffee, or John had a tea.

b. You can have a coffee or a tea.
“ You can have a coffee, and you can have a tea.

(5) a. Q: Who chaired the committee?
A: John or Mary.
“ John chaired the committee, or Mary chaired the committee.

b. Q: Who can chair the committee?
A: John or Mary.
“ John can chair the committee, and Mary can chair the committee.

– Sometimes, a negative is not interpreted at where it is stated (neg-raising):

(6) I don’t believe that John won the race.
“ I believe that John didn’t win the race.

– Sometimes, an inferences implied by a positive sentence is also implied by the corresponding
negative sentence (indirect implicatures and presuppositions):

(7) a. Andy’s cooking is always bad.
b. Andy’s cooking is not always bad.

Both ab imply: Andy’s cooking is (at least) sometimes bad.

(8) a. Suzi knows that Andy’s cooking is bad.
b. Suzi doesn’t know that Andy’s cooking is bad.

Both ab imply: Andy’s cooking is bad.

– Sometimes, the same sentence has multiple readings (scope ambiguity of quantifiers)2:

(9) Every shark attacked a pirate.
‘

Every shark attacked a (different) pirate.
‘

Every shark attacked the same pirate.

2Pictures are from Benjamin Bruening’s Scope Fieldwork Project (http://udel.edu/ bruening/scopeproject/scopeproject.html).
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Second, semantics interacts with other components of the language system. For example:

– Semantics and prosody: the interpretation of a sentence varies by the prosodic pattern.

(10) a. We only asked ANDY to hand in homework one.
ÑWe didn’t ask Billy to hand in homework one.

b. We only asked Andy to hand in homework ONE.
ÑWe didn’t ask Andy to hand in homework two.

– Semantics and syntax:

(11) A pirate is attacked by every shark.

# Every shark attacked a different pirate.
‘

Every shark attacked the same pirate.

Third, semantics investigates not only what the meaning of an expression is, but also how it is derived
and principled.

– In any natural language, there are infinitely many sentences , and the brain is finite. So, for syntax,
linguistic competence must involve some finitely describable means for specifying an infinite
class of sentences.

– A speaker of a language knows the meanings of those infinitely many sentences, and is able to
understand a sentence he/she hears for the first time. So, for semantics, there must also be finite
means for specifying the meanings of the infinite set of sentences of any natural language.

• Schedule and requirements (see syllabus)

• Questionnaire

Send Yimei an email (yxiang@fas.harvard.edu) with the following information by Friday:

(12) a. What is your previous exposure to semantics and logic?
b. What is your previous exposure to linguistics outside of semantics?
c. How would you rate the level of your interests in learning symbolic models? (1 for

extremely uninterested, 7 for extremely interested)
d. How would you rate your current ability of using/learning symbols models? (1 for

extremely bad, 7 for extremely good)
e. What do you hope to learn in this class?
f. Do you have any concerns/questions about this class?
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